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Overview

The overall goal of this project is to explore novel ways to automatically recognise and digitalise hand-written formulae. The project will focus on formulae written using tablet-style stylus. During the thesis the student will build a system which combines advanced machine learning techniques for continuous character/shape analysis based on strokes, with novel stylus-based user interfaces for automatic digitalisation of formulae. Ideally, the final system will also be able to solve digitalised formulae (using existing solvers), and optionally it will suggest to the user ways to reduce complicated expressions.

Depending on the thesis outcome, the student may be offered the possibility to enter the CRHOME [1] competition for online handwritten mathematical expressions recognition.

Objectives

This project has three main objectives:

1. Develop and experiment a variety of stroke-based character recognition algorithms, which will have to work at interactive rates and with continuous pen-based input. If required, the student is expected to extend existing algorithms or formulate novel solutions.

2. Design and implement an interactive user interface which allows user to quickly sketch, digitalise and solve handwritten mathematical expressions. The interface should work in real-
time, and there should be no noticeable delay by the user.

3. Explore the notion of “interactive formulae reduction”: while recognising the expression, the system suggests to the user possible ways to reduce complicate formulae. This last aspect is optional

Requirements

The ideal candidate will have a background in Computer Vision and/or Machine Learning. Solid programming skills, especially on vision and ML related topics, and an interest in hands-on development and experimentation is also a requirement.
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